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OnPay’s new payroll Report Designer gives small businesses
powerful insights into their operations
Customizable reports help businesses make better-informed decisions.
Atlanta, Georgia — OnPay, the top-rated payroll and HR provider, today announced the launch
of the first-of-its-kind Report Designer, which gives small businesses and accountants the ability
to create custom reports for analyzing personnel expenses in real time.
These updates to OnPay’s payroll software are designed to make deeper insights accessible to
all small business decision makers and their advisors. “This is the most powerful reporting tool
I’ve seen in the payroll sites I've reviewed,” said tech journalist Kathy Yakal, in a new PC
Magazine review.
The new Report Designer offers the ability to add up to 50 data points to key reports, quickly
reorder columns to show important data first, and save multiple views for different stakeholders.
OnPay already gave clients the ability to view payroll reports in real time and apply filters to view
expenses by department, location, or employee type. This new reporting tool now puts
enterprise-level data in the hands of small business owners.
“Right now, the business owners we work with are optimistic but uncertain about where things
are headed,” said Jesse Burgess, CEO of OnPay. “It’s always been our goal to make it easier
for employers to manage their teams, and we think these new features will build on what we’ve
already accomplished by helping to create a much better understanding of their business.”
In addition to offering the adaptable Report Designer, OnPay’s in-depth reporting also includes
payroll cost reports that make it simple for small business owners to participate in COVID-19
relief programs. To learn more about OnPay’s best-in-class payroll reporting, visit
onpay.com/reports.
###

About OnPay

OnPay helps small businesses and accountants move forward by making payroll, HR, and
benefits easy, affordable, and error-free. Combining 30 years of experience with the latest
technology, OnPay’s online payroll service launched in Atlanta in 2011 and is a PCMag Editors’
Choice in addition to receiving the highest ratings from CPA Practice Advisor and Motley Fool’s
Blueprint. Learn more at OnPay.com.

